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Ticket Tracking System

 We already have many systems in order to track change requests, 
bugs,  feature enhancements etc.

 However, typical interaction  among developers and our final users 
is through the project mailing list

 End users are non IT people: nurses, physicians, big pharma 
people, that prefer to write free format plain text and attach 
screenshots to an e-mail rather than be confined in a Web form 
based input, even the simplest one. An email thread can naturally 
evolve: mail sent back and forward slowly refines the requirements. 

 But simple mail archive is not enough: developers need ticket 
numbers, activity dashboards and so on
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E-mail driven archive

 We already have an email connector for our 
archive system, compliant to most standards 
(smtp, mime, imap)

 So we developed a new approach: emails are sent 
also to the archive, and are used to trigger the 
state changes, or simply archived

 Minimal format rules are enforced, on the 
“Subject:” header, that holds ticket id and current 
status

           Subject:  Re: [ID:2010968], [Stato: Chiuso]
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Users insert ticket via Mail

 A standard email, 
with text body, 
attachment(s)

 The receiving 
mailbox is the smtp 
connector of the 
archive system

 It's a simple e-mail 
alias, no sysadmin 
expertise required
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Form based insert

 Developers usually 
prefer forms based 
input

 Some additional 
metadata is available
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Ticket creation followup

 For every insert, 
support group is 
notified via mail

 The person that inserts 
the ticket is notified, too

 The mail holds just the 
ticket id and a link to 
the ticket database

 Mail threads are 
archived inside the 
system
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State change

 Every state change is 
notified with a simple 
email

 State change can be 
done with the web form, 
or simply changing the 
Subject Header in a 
reply mail. ex.: while 
forwarding this mail to 
the archive, the “State:” 
field in the subject can 
be changed from Work 
in progress to solved 
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Archived ticket

 Each ticket has:
−  some 

metadata 
(status, release 
date, 
submitter,...)

− The email 
thread, that is 
archived every 
time a mail with 
the right 
subject line is 
sent


